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Special ye~r end issue
Th~lbi,
Vol 2, No 11, May 1B, 1976

Spencer ends first
full year at L.C.
By Judy Glbilterra

President WIiiiam C. Spencer brought many changes with hi m when he
ame to Llndenwood one and a half years ago. Some of these Ideas have
caused conslderabla controversy, but Spencer remains unruffled i n his
job of leadi ng Ll ndenwood t o bi gger and better things.

Does Lindenwood Colleges'
President William C Spencer,
merely sit in his office and dictate
the change:. that our school will
unde~o? Or is he a man, con•
stantly in motion. trying ney, ideas
lo imprO\'e the campus atmoc.phere?
Lindenwood students ha\'e
forgotten lhat President Spencer
following his appointment to the
college, wanted the campus
community lo feel welcome to talk
to him Unfortunately, students
don't give him the opportun1tJ to
talk anymore.
Granted. we have a professional
football team in residence dur1ni;t
the summer. but when we return.
lhey will be gone and y,e'II still
have the use of the stadium. And
not Just for use by the soccer team,
but by the field hockey and
baseball teams, too "We're getting a facility that can be used for
many purposes," said President
Spencer
Not only "ill we hve a stadium,
but President Spencer ~arantees
that our Student Center will be
back too " If anybody had looked
carefully at the olans. they'd rind

that al the end or the lime that the
Cardinals will be using 1t, what is
the Tea-Hole and related area will
be returned lo its former state
Whal we will be gelling is better
lighting, air-conditioning and a
better outdoor palio."
It's not just the "Cardinals" that
President Spencer has brought to
the school, but also new innovations m learning. The college
has grown into four different and
diverse educational communities
One can now receive a Master's
Degree Crom Lindenwood 1n cerlain areas
President Spencer hasn't wilted
under the pressure or the controversies lhat followed him here.
" I think the negative reaction or
the students portray, for the most
part, a lack or mrormalion and a
lack or understanding or what the
ideas are."
He says he has no plans to
change our school, but lo more
fully utilize it After all, he has an
obligation to many more people
than Just students He must contend with the faculty,stafr, alumni,
community and boards The ideas
that he proposes or supports must
suit more than Just students'

needs.
"I feel that people <students)
think that presidents have almost
unlimited power About the only
power I have is the power to
suggest, to provide certain kinds of
conditions in which others can
provide ideas."
The way to reach President
Spencer 1s through a logically
thought-out conversation. He is
open to suggestions and would
certainly appreciate feedback
concerning more than jusl the
Cardinals and the closing of BuUer
Hall.
President Spencer is in favor of
an active student community He
would hke to see a strong student
government and support for such a
body
Spencer 1s not affected by
complaints and problems. He
seems accustomed to them. And
while he remains cool under a
barrage of questions and negative
comments, he continues lo function
in the role of the college's
president. It lakes a self.assured,
enterprising person to govern
something successfully William C.
Spencer has the makings of a
president
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Strini enjoys Lindenwood;
would like full-time work
by Dennis M i ller

Tom Strini likes the Lindenwood
campus a nd would like to continue
teaching here but realizes that a
full time position is not available.
"Everyone is friendly enough,"
he said, "but there are not enough
students interested in classical
guitar for me to teach full time."
Strini, a teacher and performer
of classical guitar, began his
teaching duties at Lindenwood last
February. He currently teaches
one class in the evening, and has
two private students during the
day-all on Tuesdays-plus other
private students who do not attend
Lindenwood.
"Very few places are able to hire
a full time teacher of guitar," he
explained. "There is the possibility
that I could teach music composition next fall, but nothing has
been planned yet."
Strini became involved in music
at an early age. He started out by
singing and playing folk music.
"Then I had to sell my instruments, and since the guitar
was the only one left it became a
natural outgrowth for me. And I
guess I've always liked classical
music."
He has received a Bachelor of
Music degree from Southern
Illinois
University
at
Edwardsville, and a Master's degree

from SIU-Carbondale. He 1s
considering the possibility of
returning to school for his PHd.
Strini, a native of St. Louis,
began his teaching career while
still in high school. ll was then that
he began teaching classical guitar
to private students, and has been
doing so since. He said that before
he received his Bachelor's degree,
he taught in music stores. "Maybe
60 per cent of my teaching was
done in music stores. I also had a
friend who lived in St. Louis and let
me use his house because I had
some private students in St. Louis.
At the time, I was living in Alton. I
would spend three days teaching in
Alton and three days teaching in
St. Louis."
Al Carbondale, Strini was a
graduate assistant and taught an
the classes in classical guitar. He
has also taught at Florissant
Valley Community Co11ege and
Kaskaskia College, along with
continuing his private teachings.
He said he will probably be
teaching at Lindenwood and St.
Louis University next fall, and
possibly Stevens College in
Columbia, Mo. "I'm going lo try to
put together several part time jobs
to make a full time job."
Strini does not stop at teaching.
He is a performer. Isn't there an
old saying, practice what you

preach .. . or is that teach? In any
case, Strini does it. He recently
gave a recital on the Lindenwood
campus to the delight of a large
audience.
All of Strini's concert experience
has either been at St. Louis
colleges or at other colleges. He
has played al Lincoln Land
College, Illinois Benedictine,
Marillac
College,
Purdue
University and Shawnee College.
Each year he will try to do a lour.
This year he did five concerts.
"Tours are difficu It, 11 he said,
" because it takes a long lime to
prepare yourself and to learn the
ma teria I."
When asked for comments on
Lindenwood's music department,
he replied, "There are drawbacks
to a program like Lindenwood's
because there is no ensemble.
Woodwind and brass players need
the experience or playing in an
ensemble or a band. However, here
there is great opportunity for
private instruction.
"One or the nice things about
leaching is that there are opportunities lo perform at the school
where you teach. You are also
encouraged to compose music,
especially if there are people
around who perform or are interested in composing. "

NY Times reporter to be
contributor, not perfarmer
By Jim Knoblauch

Graduation exercises can be
overly formal, painfully long and,
at times, dull. Likewise, commencement speakers have used
these occasions to bore their less
than captive audience with personal insights and senseless
rhetoric.
Gene I. Maerorr is this year's
speaker
for
Lindenwood's
graduation ceremony. If indications from President William
C. Spencer are true, Maeroff will
be nothing like the aforementioned
orators. He will be a contributor
and not a performer for the event.
That's great, but who is Gene
Meroff?
Maerorr, -n, is currently employed by the New Yor k Times as
the
nalional
education
correspondent. He has been on the
Times staff since 1971.
"He is a broad-scoped person,"
said Spencer. "Gene Maeroff is a
very thoughtful, well-educated and
modest man."
Not only that, but Maeroff is a
reporter in both the most complex
and simplest sense of the word. His
style is slick, to the point and well
structured-every journalist' s
goal. Likewise, within that style,
Maeroff is thorough and informative-the objective of every
journalist.
" I was struck by his professional
work," said Spencer. " I noticed his
by-line with his articles, was impressed and made an effort from
that point on to read his work. Mr.
Maeroff is an in-depth, informative
reporter."
Before working for Times
Maeroff spent a good part of his life
in his native state of Ohio.
Maeroff was born in Cleveland,

grew up there and eventually
earned his undergraduate degree
at Ohio University in 1961. After
leaving Ohio to receive a Masters
Degree at Boston University,
Maeroff returned to his home stale
lo work for the Akron Beacon
Journal.
From Akron, Maeroff moved
back to Cleveland to take an
editorial
position
with
the
Cleveland Plain Dealer. While at
the Plain Dealer Maeroff gained
national
recognition
with
numerous selections appearing in
The Nat ion magaiine.
In The Nation Maero(f displayed
his "broad-scopedness." In '68 he
was part of a learn of writers which
analyzed the Presidential elections
of that year. Also, in '70 Maeroff
contributed coverage of off-year
elections in the Ohio area. In a
completely different field of
business, he reported on the efforts
or small shareholders battling big
corporations for an equal voice.
The most dynamic articles
appearing in The Nation were
concerned with education. Maeroff
covered topics ranging from
taxation problems of public
schools, to union vs. non-union
teachers, lo desegragation of
schools in the predominantly while
district of Brooklyn
called
Canarsie.
Maeroff's article about schools
in Canarsie was most intriguing.
At one point he abandoned his
usual non-editorializing style :
" They (the whites) and their
parents struggled and paid their
dues ; they think it only fair that the
next fellow should do the same.
However, the system no longer
operates as it did for previous
generations. How do you pay the
dues when they won't let you near

the loll booth for fear of a rip-off?
How do you ride the vehicles or
upward mobility when they have
let the air out of the tires?"
Gene Maeroff has something
worth saying. And he'll even
sacrifice his usually impeccable
journalistic style to get his
strongest points acrossed.
Along with his work in The
Nation, Maeroff has contributed
articles to the Saturday Review,
the New York Times Magazine,
New York magazine, Parade and
various educational journals. He
also published his first book, "The
New York Times Guide lo
Suburban
Public
Schools"
(Quadrangle>, this past March.
What will Maeroff do at Lin•
denwood? From Dr. Spencer's
viewpoint the subject matter of the
commencement speech is anyone's
guess.
" This will not be a performance
for him, though, 11 said Spencer.
"He is sincerely interested."
Maeroff should arrive Friday
evening before commencement and
Spencer was certain that he would
be available for students lo talk to.
"He'll probably sit down on the
floor and talk to you for hours,"
said Spencer.
This type of behavior is
definitely inconsistent with
speakers in the past. Most commencement speakers from out of
town arrive the morning of the
ceremony and leave immediately
afterward. The most recent
example was Dan Rather's quick
entrance and exit for the '74
commencement.
So even though Gene Maero£f
may not be a household name, his
contribution to Commencement '76
may be more than just a
memorable experience.

Tom Strini, classical guitarist and teacher at Llndenwood likes the
friendly atmosphere here but wishes he had more students.

Honors day ...
The controversial man of the
year comes to the podium. I
watched and listened in anticipation, fearing he might say
the wrong thing. His most distant
opponents twirled ropes and
gazed at the rafters. But, alas!
The spirit of the day overwhelmed all parties. The
program came off without incident. And Or. William Spencer
culminated his speech by saying,
"This is what it's all about." He
was referring to the many accomplishments of the students.
And that's what Honor's Day is
all about.
On lo the presentations. But
first, a short speech by Dr. Edward Balog about the good and
evil of competition. "Our purpose
is to recognize achievement to
some unusua I degree," said the
speaker. "Is competition good or
evil? Well, I think it is necessary.
Competition is a way or balancing." Fine words in the Balog
style. If you've ever had one of
his classes, you know what I
mean.
The award presentations
finally came, but not without the
traditional Academy type ritual.
After all, this was a day for
everybody: teachers taking pride
in those students they have
worked with and put part of
themselves into, the honorees
enjoying a rare moment they'IJ
never forget, and the students
looking on and soaking up a little
inspiration to do belier next year.
So, the faculty presenters had
their few words to say about each
recipient. Now, of course there is
nothing wrong with this. In fact,
it is sorely needed in a program
of this type. But why did 'comic'
Dean Delaney stop? He was
rolling, as Johnny Carson would
say. Why has this great talent
been restricted to the first Cloor of
Roemer? Remember, Jelkyl
Center is only a hop, skip and a
jump down the hall from
Delaney's pen. And what about
Dean Crozier? Will commedienne
Crozier go on tour with Delaney
this summer?
There were, however, no acceptance speeches which allowed
the program to move along
nicely . People like to hear
something about the honoree, but
redundancy is something else.
Receiving the Lindenwood
College Senior Awards were
Maribeth Selvig, Chris Coleman
and David Brantley <LC III>.
Coleman seemed to be a sentimental 'favorite' as he also was
named lo Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges
and Universities, received the C.
Eugene Conover Award in
Religious Studies, and was
warmly hugged by Delaney and
Dr. Esther L Johnson, who

presented the Conover award.
Named to Who's Who were:
Steven Andrews, Rick Champagne, Coleman, Jan R. Dineen,
Nukhel Dogan, Darby Dregallo,
Kay Ferneding, Virginia Gender,
Suzanne Groom, Sammy Hall,
Lynne Jeffery, Cheryl Kimball,
Janet Knickmeyer, James
Knoblauch, John Lundberg,
Jessica Moore, Robyn Muncy.
Nancy Prosser, Leslie Rodieck,
Janet Rupert, Michael Sandwith,
Robert Schneider, Maribeth
Selvig, Stacy Singer, Deborah
Spitzmiller, Bob Van Dusen and
Thomas Wong.
John Lundberg received the
Spahmer Creative Writing
Award for his short story,
"Always Open." Broadcast
Journalism
awards
were
presented to Barbara Rogers and
Diana Van Isegham. Rogers will
be news director next year at
KCLC while Van lsegham will be
public
affairs
director
Recognized for Equestrain accomplishments were : Beth
Hammt5, Pam Ward, Sarah
Vogel, Jane Rufk.ahr, Ann
Layton, Bob Meier, Cindy Tozar
and Margie Mueller. Meier,
Tozar and Mueller received
ribbons for being the senior
members of Beta Chi Riding
Club. Kay Ferneding, Bob Van
Dusen and John de Pasquale
received awards for work in the
theatre.
Phyllis Noland, a teacher in Lhe
St. Charles School District,
presented the Alpha Delta Kappa
award to Kay Greer. Besides
Coleman, students receiving the
Conover Award in Religious
Studies were Elizabeth Burbank
and April Center.
Other awards and their
recipients were : Presser Music
Foundation Scholarship, Audrey
Kramer; Mu Phi Epsilon, Janet
Knickmeyer and Jennifer
Henderson ; Psychology Interest
Group, Susan Good and Bob
Schneider; Franc McCluer
Sociology, Virginia Gender;
Outstanding senior member and
underclass member, presented
by the Black Student Union,
Jessica Moore and Maggie
Walson ;
CRC
Freshman
Chemistry, Terry Killian; and,
the F Gilbert Bickel, III, Prize in
Business Administration, Nancy
Prosser.
Students receiving senior
certificates from the National
Council of Alpha Lambda Delta
were · Jan Dineen, Nancy
Prosser,
Leslie
Rodieck,
Maribeth Selvig, Debbie Spitzmiller and Janel Westmann.
Selvig also received a book for
achieving the highest ~rade point
average among the Alpha
Lambda Delta members
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Butler Hall, R.I.P.

In memorlum, Butler Hall ...

by Chuck Accardi

T'was the week before finals
and all thru the dorm,
the crowd sipped from teacups
while Dave played his horn.
The girls were decked out in
black and mascare,
while small talk of football
fields cut through lhe air.
And l, lhe reporter, assigned to
this beat,
wondered how Spencer was
enjoying lhe heat.

the critical lack or classroom
space in Roemer llall.

For graduating members or
Butler, the ceremony was almost
unbearable. You could see the
This must have been what my anguish and sorrow in the eyes or
grandmother was talking about Ronde! Richardson and Polly
when she spoke of lhose Irish Saputo as sympathetic mourners
wakes in her younger days. You've offered their condolences. It was as
heard, I'm sure, of these legendary if they were saying, "Spencer.
affairs where all the mourners Spencer, why halh thou taken our
raised their pitchers or ale lo salute dorm from us, Spencer."
their dear departed at the end of
But despite occasional efforts of
the service.
solemnity, l can report that
Well folks, the Buller wake of generally, a good lime was had by
May 7, 1976 won't have to take a all. After a stirring rendition of
taps by the multi-talented Dave
back seat to any Irish wake or
Chapman,
the overflow crowd
yesteryear. Indeed, everyone who
gathered
in
the
parlor for the brief,
was anyone showed for the old
but eventful ceremony.
dorm's last hurrah. Deans, faculty
members, administrators,
Lynn Hosmer read from lhe
students, and yes .
even Henry Episcopal Book or Common
Kissinger came for this less-lhan- Prayer, followed by a sadly
solemn occasion
amusing eulof(Y from another
To be sure, any attempt to keep a Butler Babe, Jane Povis. Next,
serious attitude for the event was Saputo and Ferneding brought the
quickly dispelled once the first crowd to their feet (even though
serving or green punch was they were already standing >with a
poured. In fact, some or those who meloncholy number in the honor of
sampled lhe concoction swore that the late Mr. Butler who wasn't able
it was strong enough lo raise the lo attend because of prior commitments.
dead.

Yes, after more than a halfcentury or service to many
Lindenwood ladies, this grand,
old ediface will become general
administrative offices because or

for

a

pentecost
Polly S.puto, in mourning

Rowdy and exhuberant might be
When you think about it, its
almost criminal that President another way to describe the crowd
Spencer mighl be occupying the after Ferneding's impassioned
former room or lhe legendary Kay "hellraiser " Her fervent rhetoric
Ferneding when classes resume ignited lhe emotions or the crowd
next fall. And what will visitors lo to the point of signing the Great
Dean Delaney's new office think Amen. So inspirational was the
when they walk in and see in- scene that I thought that Sidney
scribed on the wall, "Shirley Potier must have slipped in the
side door
Fowler slept here "

Author Unknown
Diploma withheld

But all were gathered for one
reason on lhal Friday night: to
commemorate the last days or
Butler Hall as a girls dormitory on
our Llndenwood campus.

proceedings
revival

To that last point, it was Cilting
that Ms Femeding mentioned in
her remarks, some or the "high"
moments lhat Buller had enjoyed
over the years. Her closing comments evolved into a Billy Graham
address as she whipped the crowd
into a frenzy. In fact , there were so
man) "amen's" and " alelluia 's"
flying around that a passerby
might
have
mistaken
the

After the service, everyone who
hadn't been drinking, started.
Dean Crozier, draped in a black
mourning costume. laughingly
reminded me of what a sad occasion il was while Sally
Richardson commiserated with
everyone who could stand lo listen
to her
The tempo or the celebration had
hardly diminished as I prepared to
leave. After I had paid proper
homage to the portrait of Sir
James lying in a long, gray casket
for the last lime, l departed the
premises so that I could begin
putting this memorable event into
words.
Outside, the sun's rays reflected
off lhe chrome of lhe long, silver
hearse parked in front of the dorm
It had just begun to pull a way when
I stepped onto the front steps.
Suddenly, the real sadness of the
occasion occured lo me.
No longer would those staid, old
hallways nurture the feelings of
togetherness and friendship that
only a dormitory can. Butler Hall
will still be here next year and (or
years to come, but, it will never be
the same Yes, a little bit or Lindenwood tradition will be lost when
they close its doors as a dormitory
for the last lime. More than one
tear will be shed by those seniors
who, for these past few years, have
called Butler their home.
But I heard a voice exclaim as l
walked down the hall, "Thanks
Buller Babes, its been a ball "

George Giorgettl comforts ex-resident Kay Fernedlng.

Photos by
Chris Col eman
Text by

Chuek Aeeardi
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Placement Office too often overlooked
by Lisa G. Myers
You probably pass right by the
door as you go to and from the
mailbox every day, but how often
are you really aware of the
Placement Office?
Director of Alumnae Affairs and
Placement, Mary Lichliter and
Associate Director, Dorothy
Barklage, both wish that students
were more aware or the Placement
Office.
Lichliter and Barklage have a
variety or services to offer
students. It is their purpose to
assist students who are seeking

employment following graduation
and students who are looking for
summer jobs or part time work
during the school year.
" We are not an employment
agency though," says Barklage.
" We can make contacts and
arrange
interviews but the
students have to get themselves
the job."
The office is well provided with
vocational information, including a
variety of brochures, booklets, and
directories prepared for students
by
publishers,
professional
organizations, companies and

other types of employers.
" One of the things I'd like to see
undergraduates take advantage of
is our vocational file," said
Barklage,
referring
to
this
available information. "We have
an excellent file and I'm willing to
research any area we don' t have
covered."
" We just want them to come in
and browse through our in•
formation, " added Lichliter.
" Especially if they don't yet know
what they want to do."
Another thing Lichliter and
Barklage attempt to do is teach

students about going out and applying for their first jobs- how to
look for a job, about resumes and
cover letters and how to sell
themselves.
Besides helping students with
jobs, Lichliter and Barklage also
assist those who plan to enter
professional or graduate schools.
They have information on the
schools as well as on tests for
different institutions and graduate
record exams. The office keeps a
permanent file for alumni who can
reactivate and update their
references at any time.
However, Lichliter, "One of the
most important things is to get
their letters of recommendation
before they leave, because once
they are gone, it's very difficult."
Both women fell the office has
done a good job in helping students
find jobs.
"I think we are successful in
getting information on jobs to the
students who a re registered with
us," said Lichliter.
" I would really say we have a
good record over the years of
helping students find jobs," added

Barklage. "But not everyone
comes in for help and not everyone
can be helped. A lot of people
aren't even seeking positions right

now."
Lichliter said that in the past, the
Placement Office was helping a
majority of education students but
that now it is getting more into the
business field.
"One thing lha t is difficult is
predicting now what fields will be
open for a student when she
graduates in four years," Lichliter
said.
For next year's seniors, both
Lichliter and Barklage repeatedly
stressed the importance for the
students to come into the office
early in the year.
"One of the first things they
should do is to come in and talk to
us, and then to keep checking back
with us. We can't help the ones who
don't come in," said Barklage.
To that, Lichliter added, "for
those who are graduating this
year, please let us know what you
do after you leave-whether you
get a position or go to graduate
school. "

Letters . ..

Dorothy Barklage and Marv Lichliter invite students to stop by the Placement Office and take advantage of
the many services offered there.

Young Democrats balk
at apathetic' label
1

Whoever said Lindenwood
students are apathetic is wrong
and the Young Democrats are
living proof.
Young Democrats (YD> was
formed to promote political
awareness of students and the
community by featuring speakers
who relate to the public. Since this
is election year, we are constantly
bombarded with candidates
seeking office and it is almost
impossible to tell what issues are
expounded by which candidate and
what, if anything it all means.
The YD intends to simplify this
by featuring candidates or their
representatives, to give a better
perspective of the candidate and

his views.
Greg Barnett, who is currently
acting head of the YD is trying to
get a charier for them. With this
charter would come recognition by
the state and the national
Democratic Committee. But, to
obtain the charter, the YD must
have a faculty sponsor and
currently they do not.
Al present, only Lindenwood
students who are Democrats are
permitted to join, but anyone is
welcome to the speakers format.
Recently the YD sponsored a
representative of Jimmy Carter
and one of Morris Udall.
The newly formed organii.ation

is not. however, without growing
pains. They have not yet decided
whether they will promote certain
candidates or concentrate solely on
increasing public awareness. In
either case, they will invite candidates to explain their issues and
views clearly and concisely.

1£ you are interested in the YD
and what they are doing, contact
Greg Barnett or come to hear some
or their guest speakers on Thursday nights in Younge Lounge-its
free and informative. Some of their
future speakers include William
Cason, Missouri candidate for
governor and Senator James
Symington.
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J would like lo express my
feelings towards your recent
editorial
pertaining
lo
the
president of our college. ll translated my personal feelings into
words and also may have some
effect on the future decisions that
are made for the students. It was
well \\.Tttlen and relevant to the
general campus mood on that
matter. Furthennore, the recent
editions of the Ibis have been
outstanding in quality and very
informative, as well as entertaining.
Perhaps now those who criticize
the Ibis will be finally satisfied. I
am speaking of those who complain that their newspaper is
poorly managed, that the articles
are poorly written, and in general a
poor newspaper. <Poor, very
poor>. I wonder if their taste is in
their mouths, or if they are just the
chrome complainers who bitch
about anything. These same people

are the ones who complain that the
food here is terrible, and for the
money we pay we should get good
food all the time. Send 'em back to
mother.
Maybe next year they will be
having a good time with the ten to
twenty thousand other students
they will be with when they
transfer to a larger school, and I
hope they enjoy their food and
newspaper too.
Or then again, maybe they will
return to dear Lindenwood to join
on the Ibis stacr to bring it up to
their impeccable standards. But I
doubt it, they will probably come
back to complain once again about
all the things that are wrong with
this school. (granted, there are a
number of them) and while in the
process of talking to you about
world pollution, they may just
throw their beer can into the
nearest bush. Touche'
Chris Miller

anities
~I&lUJW11 -1.t
Observers ot all kinds are striving to gel a sense of the 1970's bul with
perhaps no better success lhan in lhe 1950's and 1960's There 1s, 1n fact. a
collection enlitled The SenH of the 60'1. In 1t, Ph1hp Roth says "for a writer of
hc11on to feel thal he does not really hve in the country 1n which he hves must
certainly seem a serious occupational 1mped1ment
And now in sp11e ot the revolt ol the 1960's, poetry continues to be locked
in10 lhe academic community Break-away writers. who seemed 10 be s tarting a
new era have nol matured Even their readers are pnmanly on the university
campuses
Popular hc11on 1s dominated by a frankness bolder than that of lhe previous
decade It says some1h1ng about the hmes. but hardly more than procla1m1ng
survival as the main reason for being That. as Roth says. hardly gives us ·room to
be cheery
Lewis Mumford in Art •nd Technlu, argues lhal art and literature show
conditions rather lhan allecl them "When society 1s heallhy, he writes, 'lhe artist
reflects ,ts heallh but when 1I 1s a1hng. he hkew,se reinforces 11s ailments
Mumford sees ours as a "nonh1storic and impersonal world ot matter and
motion a world with no values except the value of quan11t1es a world of causal
sequence, not human purposes·
Because an and 111era1ure begin 1n the need to widen the province of
personality," a society which worships 1echnology and quant1ly forces the art1s1
into bizarre expressions of personality"
Mumford's po1n11s thal the creative potenhal of a society needs expression in
1mag1nat1ve hterature but that expression depends upon a social environment
which places human purposes above quan111at1ve aims
·unless you believe. says Mumford 'tha1 hie transcends all its ins1rumen1s
and mechanisms. there 1s no answer" to the cymc·s question So wha1? and
hltte encouragement to the artist - Howerd A. Barnett, Profeuor of Engllah,
The Llndenwood Collegea, Forum Director.
Send quest ions or t opics to
HUMANITIES FORUM
The L1ndenwood Colleges
St. Charles, Mo. 63301

Mllde avatlable ,n part by a
grant from the National En•
dowment for the Human1t1es
Washingt on. D.C.
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lbi,/ cantcartainmcant
The sleuth of Baker Street
is alive and thriving
Sherlock Holmes a befuddled •
drug addict? Watson coming up
with the right answers? Professor
Mariarty a "good-guy?" Sigmund
Freud blaming Holmes' father?
Yes. And you'll have a lot more
questions when you finish reading
the book; like "why did I bother?"
Nicholas
Meyer
may
masquerade as the same "writer"
Sir Arthur Cohan Doyle did (Dr.
John Watson), but sadly he is not.
He lacks the suspense, tightness
and detail Sherlock Holmes
mysteries are known for.
To make matters worse, he tries
to blame Watson for his shortcomings: "if the narrative which
follows occasionally fails to bear
the impress of my usual style, age
must partly share lhe blame, along
with the fact that years have
elapsed since I last wrote."
Years indeed had elapsed between that wet April evening
Sherlock Holmes burst into Watson's office and the time Walson
wrote the story. Once again
Moriarty plagued Holmes. He
babbled on about the professor,
acclaiming him as London's
criminal mastermind, listing his
accomplishments and crimes.
Holmes carried on about Moriarty
before, but only, Walson realized,
when the great detective was
"deep in the spell of his cocaine."
Cocaine use was quite legal in
Victorian England and Holmes
turned to it often to ease his
restless mind when nothing
pressing or sinister challenged it.

Now, as always, Moriarty appeared. Al Watson's insistence,
Sherlock's older brother, the more
ingenious of the two, and Professor
Moriarty lay a trail to Vienna's
Sigmund Freud in a desperate
attempt to cure Holmes of his
addiction.
Freud
finds
Holmes
a
fascinating case and proceeds to
cure him. Immediately thereafter
Holmes stumbles across a mystery
and once again is on the trail.
Unfortunately, the quarry is not
much-a mute young woman
dragged from the river who, when
hypnotized, claims she is a
baroness and someone tried to kill
her. From there on the book goes
downhill. Holmes pounces upon the
case and pursues it lo a final
flashing sabre duel atop a speeding
railroad car.
It's a bloody shame Meyer's
writing talents are as lacking as
Holmes' sabre talents. He neglects
details with a passion- something
Holmes NEVER does. While
Mycroft supposedly led his brother
to Vienna, no one ever makes
mention of him after they leave
London. Characters disappear for
little or no reason al all, and Meyer
alludes to things he never quite
explains.
No one ever figures out just what
the Holmes brothers hold over
Moriarty to manipulate him as
they do, but Meyer, nonetheless,
makes a big point that they do have
something over him. Holmes
hijacks a nobleman's coach from a

funeral procession with both Freud
and Watson hoping " he knows
what he is doing." But we never
discover why.. this particular
nobleman could cause such
repercussions.
Despite a rough beginning, a
drab middle and a disappointing
ending, Meyer's talent as a movie
writer surfaces occasionally ,
producing flashing, daring, aclion£illed moments.
More than once I picture a scene
upon the silver screen- Freud
battling and finally trouncing the
arrogant young soldier at the
tennis club; Holmes and the baron
dueling to the death atop a rocking
railroad car with scenic Bavaria
flashing through the background.
Slowly we pan to a back view of the
baron, only to see an approaching
tunnel threatening Holmes from
the rear.
Unfortunately these moments of
intrigue are few and far between.
Usually the plot is thin and at times
non-existent. Small, unconnected
slips strain the story and give the
reader the feeling Meyer knows he
is not up to Conan Doyle's level, yet
he persists. To realize a writer is
struggling unsuccessfully to
emmulate another's s tyle is sad.
To spend $7.98 on such a writer's
book is criminal.
Just what Nicholas Meyer hopes
to accomplish with "The Seven
Per-cent Solution" is unclear. He
did sell quite a rew books, I s uppose
he made quite a lot or money and
he did disappoint quite a few

" Homisians." l\faybe hls intentions were good; perhaps he
wanted to give Sherlock Holmes
fans a tantalizing mystery for
once. AH I can say is "Nice try, Mr.
Meyer. But next lime, remember,
Sherlock Holmes is not elemenLary."
Denise Poese

Sherlockjan sibliom
Can you imagine what happens
when a photographic ear gets
stuck, gets stuck, gels stuck,
PlunnnK!?
In "The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes' Smarter Brother," all the
funny things you can think of occur. Imagine Gene Wilder playing
the role of Sigerson, Holmes'
younger brother. In the first scene
when he is introduced to us he is
fencing a huge pol-bellied stove on
which he has attached an arm and
head.
Marty Feldman plays Orvill
Sacker, Wilder's sidekick. Feldman is very funny with his bulging
eyes and photographic ears. At the
drop of a hat he can name all the
streets, rivers, stores ... in London. In one particular scene he is
naming all the members of
Parliament when his ear gets
stuck , gets stuck, gels stuck, gels
stuck, PlunnnK ! He must slap his
head lo slop.
But Feldman isn't the only one
with an acute organ. Wilder is also
gifted with hearing footsteps. But,
that's where his gift ends. He is a
bumbling detective who by some
miracle saves the Hre of "The

Liar," played by Madeline Kahn.
In the movie Madeline had the
same problem that a lot of women
are plagued with, she says 'No'
when she means 'Yes' and 'Yes'
when she means 'No'. Madeline is
also a governess, an actress, a
fiancee and an accomplished
comedienne.
The producer of this comedy,
Richard Roth, has a talent for
taking simple romantic scenes and
making them hilariously funny .
The movie, though quite jovial, is
filled with social conotations. For
instance, Wilder calls his brother
"SherLuck" because he doesn't
believe he's a great detective.
This sibling rivalry is rather
apparent throughout the movie.
Wilder's character is filled with
mythical dreams. He wants to be a
hero and save someone. But as the
message of the movie states, " It's
very difficult to be a hero in real
life." In fact, the movie places
particular emphasis on how people
use each other to gain fame and
success.
U you're the kind of person who
enjoys simple, clean laughter than
you'll enjoy this movie. It doesn't
employ the use of violence to get its
kicks. Instead, it relies on the
audiences'
reaction
to
the
characters.
Audience involvement is so intense that you can forget, forget,
forget, forget, PlunnnK ! that you
paid $3.25 to see a movie that's only
two hours long.
Maggie Watson

$3,000 needed,
Minithon raises
over two-thirds
The hope of KCLC's Minithon,
held April 23-26, was to raise funds
for station opera lions and to increase audience awareness of this
student-run FM station localed on
the Lindenwood campus.
The goal of the minithon was to
raise $3,000 to convert KCLC to
stereo. ln discussing the need to
become stereo, John Stephens,
station general manager, said,
"Our engineers have estimated the
cost of going stereo at $12,000.
After dividing this cost over a
number of years, plus obtaining
funds from other sources, we
placed our £igure at $3,000."
Although the station collected
only $2,281.00, station personnel
expressed thanks to all those who
contributed. Because FM-89 is noncommercial, they cannot accept
revenue from advertising and
must rely on outside sources ( the
public) for income.
KCLC staffers helped plan and
execute the three day event which
featured guest speakers and disc
jockeys. Among the notables in the
broadcasting field "appearing"
v•Pre Robert Fox of KXOK. Robin

Smith- a 1975 graduate of Lindenwood- and Don Marsh, both or
KTVI. Deans Doris Crozier and
Patrick Delaney became honorary
disc jockeys for an afternoon along
with St. Charles area businessmen.
KCLC's own Rhinestone Cowboy,
Gene Roberts, appeared twice to
keep audiences entertained with
the best in blue grass sounds. The
minithon also featured specials on
such music personalitits as Bob
Dylan, Leon Russell and Joni
Mitchell.
On Sunday, the KCLC No-Stars
planned to play a celebrity softball
game against the St. Charles City
Council, but wet weather forced
them to play basketball in Butler
Gym. Due lo the inconsistency or
the No.Stars- most notably this
reporter's- the council defea led
KCLC by Len points.
All in all, it was a memorable
time for the staff or KCLC, the St.
Charles community and, most
importantly, the people who
contributed lo the minithon-people
who want lo see KCLC remain a
viable form of entertainment.

Monk-eying around are the member of the Meredith Monk Dance Company, which performed at Linden•
wood last month.
Photo by Chris Coleman
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TWIRP TIME AGAIN

The ladies of Mount Vernon Na1.arene
College will once again have their
chance 10 snatch 1he guy they want
during S1uden1 Councll"s first TW I RP
week of the year.
TW I RP means The Woman 1s Required 10 Pay, and has pro~cd 10 be
one of 1hc most successful social occasions in past years
During 1h1s TWIRP weekend, the
dating roles arc reversed The woman
asks the man ou1. picks him up at his
residence, and picks up 1he tab for 1he
COSI of the date.
Tl/£ LAKEHOLM VIEWER
Mount Vernon ' a1arcne College

A GREEK'S BEST FRIEND
Fra1cm11y compos11cs cons1s1 of all
the frat members Bui who hold 1hc
most pres11g1ous spots m 1he centers
of the composlle•" II \OoOUld be none
other than 1hosc always-loving and
ever-supponing mascots
No1 all frats on campus ha,c mascots,
bu1 those "'ho do ha,e some reall)extmordmary ones
Sigma Chi has a mascot. but II is
classified a hulc different!} than a
regular ma co1. The Sigma Chis keep
their , 1suors on their 1ocs "'11h a
1amn1ula The large. hair> black ,p1der
has been 1n the custody of Mark Scgcll
for 1wo months and lives man aquarium.
The 1aran1ula cats dead "'hue mice
or an:,-1hmg II can gel 11s legs on The
spider did escape once b> knocking the
co,cr off the aquarium and crawling out
m10 Mark's room In a franuc !>Carch
he wa, finally found under a pile of
clothes and put back into the aquarium
BRADLEY SCOUT
Bradley Un1vcr.1t}

MAC HAMBURGS UNDER FIRE
McDonald's 1s 1he giant of the field
Sales for 1974 were a "'hopping 2 billion
dollars Over 150,000 teenagers work a1
McDonald's making them the large.1
employer of young people m the na11on.
all of them clean sha,cn. short-haired
and acne free.
The food 1ha1 those all-American teenagers ~rve aJ; a nu1ri11onal wasteland
according 10 mo>l experts. Dr. Jean
Mayer of Harvard Umversuy·s School
of Public Health has noted 1ha1 1hc
typical McDonald's meal
hamburger.
french fries ond shake
not only contains hulc m the way of vitamins. but
he also observes 1ha1 M cDonald'~ bland,
mushy food was so lad.mg m roughage
1ha1 11 did not require any chewing.
D r George Chris1ak1s, nutruion ch1~f
a1 Ne"' York's Mount Sma1 School of
Medicine cs11ma1cs 1h01 onc-1h1rd of
the children raised on t he all-American
meal would be high ri,k heart attack
cand1da1cs by the 11mc they reach fifty
According 10 BcnJamm Rosenthal, the
volaule Democratic Congres,man from
Queens.
cw York. the .. Quarter
Pounder.. isn' t even a quarter pound
O h "'ell. sec ya al Mac's after the
game.
Da.,,e Kintigh
LANTHORN
C,r.11'•' v,11~, <;rn1c Collc11c

SATIRE OF BREAST.flXATION

INSPECTION WORTHLESS

If you like 10 mvcM part of yourself
1n the art you .,,iew a1 an C"lh1b11. even
1r 11 mean, offering body hair and ha,·mg ca~ung, made of your mpplc; for
display. )OU had a oncc-m-a-hfcllme
opportunit) al the opening of I 0UISC
Mun)·an\ Aqueous lnclma11ons.
The 111le Aqueous l nehnat1on; come;
from Ms. Munyan\ belief that water
1s an erouc medium. and 1hc theme of
watcr runs 1hroughou1 1he show
h 1, the antst's conv1c11on 1ha1 11°~
nccessal) for the v1e"'er 10 become part
of the art he \CCS. 10 m1egra1e h1m;elf
m10 1hc experience of h1, ,1c"'mg. She
feel, 1ha1 the \lcwcr 1, 100 d1s1anccd
from most art. and ,he "'an1, 10 break
do"'n ,omc barriers That\ the reason
lor the ch11ngs that ,he was taking from
the cro"'d on open mg night adding them
10 her d1~pla) of erogenous ,ones of
the bod)
Indeed. the mo,1 ,ensauonal part of
M s Mun)an·, ,ho"' i, 1hc di,pla) of
casungs 1:ikcn lrom 1hc hp,. nipple,.
and "'h,1-know,-w hcre-cl'-C of the bod,
lhc ca,11ng, "'ere taken trnm male
,olun1ccr, gleaned trom the lucal nude
beache, Knu"'mg this ,ou can apprccuuc the f me iron) ul people", rcacuons m 1hc [!3lltr) One [!U) "a' ,o
1mprC\\Cd b) the sight of ,o man}
mppl" 1ogc1hcr m one place ("'M.in.
look at those boob,1.. ) th.II he called
all h" tncnd, mer \>ho were cquall~
cnthusia,11c m 1hc1r apprcc1a11on. none
,u,pecung that the\ "'ere .1dmmn11
specimens 111 male and n111 tern.ale
heaul}

A Mudy rcccnlly completed by C M U
,1udcn1s has received nauonal a11en11on
by showing that Pennsylvania's twice•
ycarl} au1omo11,c mspec11on 1s almost
\Oo0rthle,,. \Oo hale II C0SIS mo1oris1s an
C\llmated IJ0 million dollars annually.
In paM years the proJects undcnakcn
b) these >1udcnts has mnuenccd lcg1sla11on. and because 34 other s1a1cs have
m~pccuon systems ,1m1lar 10 Pennsy1,anin\. 11 1, certain that 1h1s study "'ill
reccl\e a11en11on from go,crnmcn1 officials acros~ the na11on
By using national and state figures,
11 wa, found 1ha1 only 3-15 percent of
traffic acc1dcn1s arc caused by vehicle
ma lfuncuon,, motorists cau,e 60 percent
of all traffic accident and an add111onal
30 percent arc caused by bad weather.
Thus. 1hc goal of 1hc m,pccuon,
10
dccrca,c traffic accident,
can onh
be rcalued m a ,el) hm1tcd way under
an~ c1rcum,1ance, ;mce mechanical
ta1lurc cau'-C, such a ,mall propor11on
of acc1dcnh.
1o de1crmmc JU\I ho" "'ell the m,pccuon, "'ere done a car w11h lJ maJ0r
defcc1,. an} one ot "'h1ch "'a, enough
10 cau,c the car 10 he reJcc1ed. was
1akcn 10 20 random!> selected inspec1utn \la11on, l he rc,uh, of these m,pcc11nn, ..:cm 10 indicate 1ha1 II 1~
normal for 1he m,pecuon, 10 be ,o bad I)
done 1ha1 -c,cral. or c,cn man) . maior
detect, g1l undc1cc1cd I hu,. the m,pcc1111n, apparent I} can do hulc 10 dccrea,c
the number ol 1raff1c acc1dcnb.
I he 20 ,1a11om 1n,olvcd on the
a, cra1,?c. found onl) lour or 1hc 13 detech. and one '1a11on tound no dcfccb
at all and pa,..cd 1hc car S1rangcl)
enoul,?h. the ,1a11ons tound. on the
a, cra1,?c l\\O defect, 1h01 "'ere nonc~1,1cnt or "'ere nm on the state's m,pccuon h,1 l hcrcforc a1 best the MU·
den1, concluded 1h01 Mate mspec11on~
arc onl) 50 10 75 percent effccu,c m
,ponmg and correcting mechanical de•
tccl~ m cars. and 1ha1 c,cn detec11ng
1ho-,c wcaknosc. did hulc: 10 dccrca~
acc1dcnl\ \Ince 1he ,., ~1a1c, "11hou1
m,pcc11ons had no more acc1dcn1s due
10 mechanical failure than Penns} 1..ania
J oan Konl..le
THE TARTAN
C'arncg1c•Mcllon Umvcrsuy

n -111 r ,·n < s

L ni, er,11, ot Cahtorn1a, S.inta llarb.1ra

CAMPUS TV PLANNED
J\ weel..1} 1cle, 1,mn ,ho" produced
and "'riucn b) Ba, lor ,1u1knl> "'111 he
di,cu,,ed 01 a mce1mg open to all \tu•
dent, ,md facuh)
.. Whal we're tr) mg lor " a ,tudcnl•
produced. maga11nc-t1nma1 u:lc, 1,10n
produc11on," -a~, Gregor) S Porter,
a,,1s1nn1 prolc),or or oral communica1,on and radio --wc·re lr)mg 10 do 11
on a weekI) ba SI\
Porter. "'ho originated 1hc idea lor
the program. \:ltd 1ha1 the show m1gh1
be of a ..60 Minutes" type format, co.,,crmg not only new~ but original ,1udcn1
produc11ons Three 10 five minute, each
or campus news and campu~ even" are
!oehedulcd to lead off each program
~The rc,1 of the program "''II cons1~1 of a feature or features. documen1ancs. ms1ruc11ve programs. \3)-, on
molorC)clc maintenance. an ongmal
piece from 1hc ,chool of music. an
original play. An)'thmg. any concept 1s
pos~1ble"
The OCR inmuc1or said 1ha1 1he idea
for an ongmal lele, 1s1on ne"'s program from Ba)lor occurred 10 him last
.emcMcr. bu1 1ha1 hc·d decided 10
broaden the formal 10 allow ar11>11c
expres\1on a, \OoCII
" It'll all gl\e e,cryone a chance 10
,ho"'ca..e 1hc1r talents. U,ually. "'hen
,omeone mal..c. a , 1deotape film, onl)
the class he\ in gets to ,cc 11 1 hi, \Oolll
pro,1dc tor a larger audience ...
T/1£ BAYLOR I AR/AT
Baylor U mvcrs11y

COMPUTERS HELP
JOB HUNGRY STUDENTS
Studcnb a1 several colleges 1h1s fall
arc plugging into a soph1s11cated compu1cr11cd system 1ha1 uses muh1plecho1cc qucs11ons and fic11on11l s11ua11ons
10 pro\ldc career guidance.
S IG I, the S)olem of ln1crac11vc Guidance and lnformauon. 1s a Sl.S million
pel proicc1 of the Education Tcs11ng
Sen 1cc (Fl SJ. and " designed for s1udenb who ha,e a funy 1dc:t or what
come• after college.
lhe SIG I experience 1s ,imple. according 10 E·r S First a student 1s given
a \Cries of 1cn occupational values such
as the 1mponancc of high income.
prcsugc, helping others. leisure 11mc
and Job vanc1y
Ficuonal J0b description, ba.ed on
the occupauonal values appear on the
,creen and '1udcn1s \OoC1gh the 1mpor1ancc of each one 10 1hemsel\Cs
After ranking 1hc1r occupauonal ,alucs,
they arc led through a number of >ICps

that match real occupauons 10 those
values. compare mformauon about
careers and rate chances of success
m the fields
Finally, s1udcn1s narrow 1hc1r vocational pro,pects 10 one choice and figure
out the necessary steps 10 prepare 1hem!>elvci. for 1ha1 Job.
LANTHRON
Grand Valley Stale College

PRANKS PART OF HISTORY
Great momenu m Auburn history?
Thal should C0nJUrc up a bu of nostalgia
m everyone's mind
An old story ongina1ing from 1925
involves a Model-T Ford si111ng atop
the roof of Samford Hall. A group of
bo)s look 1hc c:ar apart one day and
broke m10 Samford that night
They carried each piece of the disassembled car up 10 the roof where they
put 1he whole thing back 1ogc1hcr. ext
morning the campu~ "'as shocked 10 sec
the car parked ncall)- on the roon
In those da)'S there were few cars
or buse, and the tram was the maJor
source of 1ransporta11on for Mudcnts
a11endmg the Plains. The tram line
scning Auburn ran between Montgomcl) and West Point. Ga.
S tudents took a special delight in hiding near the tracks at mght to wait for
the 1ra1n 10 speed by. As the tram approached the \Ooa111ng students, they
l>Curricd out of hiding armed with
brooms and large buckets of sopping
pam1. They dipped the brooms into the
paint and held the broom against the
tram\ side a~ it screamed along down
the tracks pamung usclf orange and
blue.
lhe angry tram o"' ners had 10 clean
up the mess w11h no guarantee 1ha1 the
tram "'ould gel safely through Auburn
on II~ next mp without a frci.h coat of
orange and blue.
Another popular prank played on the
railroads was greasing the tracks. S1udcn1, \Oo0Uld spread grease on the tracks
m front of a parked tram and get out of
the way 10 watch the fun. When the
tram 5taned to move on. the wheels
,pun round and round going no"' here
comparable 10 a car Muck ma d11ch.
An event that propelled Auburn into
na11onal prominence was the streak.
which occurred 1wo years ago. The
campus became a leader in running
around wuh no clothes on after 1he first
s1reakeT ran across the concourse of
Haley Center. The streaker (a male)
"'ore a red ski mask. socks and ten ms
shoes.
o~ernight. the Lovhcs1 Village was
filled w11h nude bodies as couples
streaked 1ogc1her hand m hand and
people rode bicycle. m 1he nesh Finally. the night before "'m1cr quarter
linals. mas s1rcakmg hit 1he campus.
During the break before spring quarter.
the exc11emen1 died down and the campus once more returned 10 11s normal
rou11nc
un11l new campus 1rad111ons
and pa~umcs arc invented
Tl/£ AUBURN PLA INSMAN
Auburn Uni,crsi1y
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Day not long enough for Partlow
by M aggie Watson

Shhhhhhhh ! Want to know a
secret?
Mrs. Glenda Partlow doesn't
know there are only 24 hours in a
day. To fulfill her duties as wife,
mother and newly appointed

school. Presently Glenda is updating changes made in the student
catalog for 1976-77. It is her desire
to have the brochures ready for
distribution by late summer.
Where did Lindenwood acquire
this 5 foot, 1 inch, brown-haired

lbi1I pcar,onaUty
Manager of Publications and
Publicity for L.C. she needs more
lime than twenty-four hours
brings, so she works until her tasks
are completed regardless of the
number or hours involved.
Glenda's only been with the
college a short time, but already
she has completed the news
release for the Masters' Program
which recently received accrediation and she is nearly
finished with the ads for summer

workacholic? Glenda explained
she has had a variety or job experiences since graduating from
Florida State University in 1964
with a background in business,
advertising, writing, public
relations, and art. Included was
her position as Youth Coordinator
for Famous-Barr.
Glenda was also copywriter for
Boyd's, advertising manager for
Golde's and PR person for radio
station KFUO, as well as Director

of Publications for the Missouri
Bar Association. With such a wide
variety or experiences, Glenda
hopes to help unify the publications
that go out for the college and to
help coordinate publications for
various departments.
With the help of Sarah Fulton,
current coordinator of news
releases and the college calendar,
Glenda believes efforts to make
this college more visible will
succeed and she will do whatever
she can to ensure that success.
But even succeeding all the lime
can be boring and Glenda has a
solution. She goes camping, on
float trips and is an active tennis
player. However, these things can
only be done in the summer months
so what does the workacholic do in
the winter months?
Glenda explained she was quite
a c tive in the Delta Gamma
Foundation. They raise money lo
aid blind preschoolers When she
isn't being a mother, wife and
employee, Glenda is a student.
For the past few years she has
taken drawing cwrses here at L.C.
to strengthen her artistic ability,
but if you saw her portfolio and the
award-winning display ads and
citations you'd wonder why she
needed these courses.
No matter how talented she is,

Glenda's always willing to share
her knowledge. Glenda will be
available to anyone who might
need her help. She said, "I have
very nice feeling about the Lindenwood community. I'm willing
to do whatever I can to open up

avenues so people learn more
about Lindenwood, because they
tend to forget what they don't see."
But we know , Glenda the
workaholic won't let them forget
because she' ll be in there pitching
more than 24 hours a day.

M s. Glenda Partlow, Llndenwood's new manager of Publications and
Publlcity looks ready to begin making the Colleges more visible.

Printing press bought

On-the-spot maintenance played
a large role in the successful
outcome or the recent Beta Chi
Horse Show. Above, a smith shoes
one of the many horses entered in
the two-day affair. Riders from
Lindenwood and other equestrian
centers participated in the show,

which was held al the St. Charles
Fairgrounds in St. Charles county.
Below, a Lindenwood rider leads
her mount through its paces in one
or the many different events. As
always, the show was a memorable
experience for riders and spectators alike.
Photos by Roy Sykes

Do you create poetry , literature,
or other art work and then tuck it
into your desk drawer, hidden from
the rest of the world? Have you
ever considered having your
original works published?
Now you can because the English
department of the Lindenwood
Colleges has purchased a used.
iron, small and foolproof printing
press.
June 3, 1960, Dr. Agnes Sibley,
Emeritli member of Lindenwood,
and Dr. Mary Elizabeth Dawson,
Professor or English, established a
bank account (from sales and
gifts) intending to purchase a
printing press.
Recently as Dr. Howard Barnell,
chairman of the English department, was browsing through the
classified section of the St. Louis
Post Dispatch, he discovered a
printing press which was for sale
at a very reasonable price. So he,
accompanied by Leo Dessert or the
maintenance staff, visited the
press' owner lo gel a better
description and closer look at lhe
printing press.
Concluding that the press was in
good condition, Dr. Barnett pur-

chased it for $100. m is sold for
about $300 new.)
Dr. B. Richard Berg, vice
president of Lindenwood College,
generously donated a set or type
for the press, which would
otherwise have had to been bought.
So what is Lindenwood College
going lo do with a printing press? A
few suggestions have been made.
One decision is lo print a special
issue of the Griffin, dedicated to
Lindenwood' s sesquicentennial
year (1977), which would include
selections from the Griffin from
the past 50 years. It is foreseen that
alumni or Lindenwood will be very
enthusiastic and willing lo pur•
chase such a publication as would
many present students.
Dr . Barnett explains that " it
offers a good opportunity to have
individual
original
work
published." The cost would be low,
for it would include only the price
of supplies (ink and paper) and no
labor charge.
Several options are available
concerning publishing costs. The
author could cover the cosl and get
the entire cash income from sales,
the press could sponsor the

author's work and receive all
money, or the author and press
could split both the costs and
money received from sales.
Students may publish graphics,
broadsides, literature, or any other
material which is within the size or
6" by 10".
So who would be running the
press? The Griffin Press, which is
composed or interested students,
has been organired to work on the
press.
Also, Dr. Barnett hopes that
work-study funds will be granted
and thus provide an individual to
assume the responsibilily of
keeping the equipment in good
working order.
Leo Dessert, who formerly had
worked with a printing press for 20
years, has agreed to contribute his
time and knowledge to see that
operations function smoothly.
Yes, the Lindenwood Colleges
now own a printing press which
offers opportunities to a II students.
Do you have any creative works
that you have been eager to share
with others? Why let them sit in
your desk drawer, unnoticed? Now
is your chance.

LC gets Masters OK
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The Lindenwood Colleges have
been officially recognized as a
fully-accredited Masters-degree
giving institution by the North
Central Associa lion or Colleges and
Schools, the major, nationally
accepted accrediting body in this
area.
Dr.
William C. Spencer,
President or the Lindenwood
Colleges, announced the new accredidation status April 27, 1976,
after receiving the NCA letter of
notification.
"We are pleased and gratified
that the North Central Association
has recognized and supports
Lindenwood's efforts to provide
quality graduate programs to
better serve the people or St.

Charles and St. Louis. We will do
our best to warrant their confidence in us," remarked Spencer.
A popular Masters program
which is offered through the
Evening College, Lindenwood III,
is the M.B.A. It is designed to
provide a professional opportunity
for individuals with significant
business experience who are
seeking new insights into all areas
or business. Classes are kept small
and the case method is employed
enabling students lo learn from
each other as well as the instructor. The faculty, besides a
permanent starr for the colleges,
are corporate executives from the
Greater St. Louis area.
Sixteen courses are required for

the M.B.A. degree. Up to six may
be waived depending upon the
students undergratuate
background. New students can
enter the program in the summer,
fall or spring.
Some very innovative Masters
programs are being offered by
Lindenwood IV , The College for
Individualized Education. Students
are typically mature, purposeful
people who are seeking a very
specialized kind of education. They
plan their own programs and carry
them out under the guidance and
direction of the college in a supportive learning community of
faculty, resource persons and
fellow students.
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The Sunday Hacker Part 3
c:e• .,.,.....,._..,..,..

By J im Knoldauch

Well Sunday Hackers, the last
lime we met, you mastered the
techniques of the game, but those
techniques are useless 1r you don't
know what to do with them.
If you want lo improve your
weekend wizardry at tennis arter
you're properly equipped and
you've practiced all the necessary
shots, it's time to put your brain to
work.
"Mind over matter." That an•
clenl adage where we humans
assemble our vast educations in
the cmy confines of our skulls and
try to achieve the ultimate
physical feat.
Bull, you say. It may be, but
when all else fails it's nice to know
that hunk or gray matter exists.
especially if you plan to use it in an
mdividualistic sport like tennis.
Our final lesson is strategy
Most tennis strategy is common
sense. When the ball is returned to
you, your brain says hit it back.
Some of us have the problem,
though or losing that message
before it gets to our arms. So, ror
those of us who have locked
neurons in our brains saying,
" Forehand lo the baseline," here
are some tips.
Start your match with a game
strategy. Experts suggest to
always take the oHensive. but

when you're meeting a more dert
opponent this " take c harge"
scheme isn't always possible.
I suggest taking the defensive
With this plan, or the " Gee, I hope
he misses" approach, all you need
do is return every shot your opponent sends over the net Of
course, your returns won't always
be accurate, but your goal with
this plan is irritation not accuracy.
If a country club pro has every
shot he makes returned, irritation
is bound lo set in. While your ad•
versary is returning all your
"clinks," " din ks" and "woodies,"
he'll be getting quite perturbed.
You'll know this when he turns as
red as a can of Del Monte beets
This plan can backfire, though.
Remember, you're out to irritate,
not ndicule. Don't ever let your
opponent know that you're en•
joying his enraged escapades
Here's a good example. Joe Pro
has just double faulted You
chuckle. The next serve you can't
see, because it has streaked by you
for an ace. So remember, you're
out to beat this guy not mock him.
This leads to another point. Don' t
give your opponent too much
satisfaction.
Throughout a match, players
will normally acknowledge a good
shot, but when you're playing the
country
club
set
your
acknowled~ements mav s tart

sounding like a broken record
What do you do? One, you could
just ignore
those
beautl(ul
backhands, slicing rorehands and
powerful serves or you could buy a
Roget's Thessaurus and look up
synonymns for " good shot "
Granted, your choice in tackling
this problem is slim, but you're a
hacker so your talents are as slim
as our choices.
Now that you've got your opponent somewhat angered at you
and you' re still giving him some
merit for his talent, it's time ror
your knock-out punch to the
thinking man's stra teizv tennis
To register the perfect T KO on
the courts, learn as much about
your enemy's personal life as you
can Knowledge of affairs, illegal
real estate deals and bouncing
checks, hinted al by you, dunng
breaks in the action. should keep
your average country dubber's
mind off tennis.
So now, Sunday Hackers, you
have a condensed guide lo help you
beat that slick buddy who's been
bothering you lo play. Use the
information well and I'll see you on
the courts.
You can't miss me. I'm the one in
the Mickey Mouse T-shirt, grass•
stained sneakers, with a bent
metal racket, fuzz-less tennis ball
and losing 0-&,0-&.
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Above, the Hacker neu tralizes his superior opponent by wrapping 1he net around his neck. This technique
is a sure way to keep your foe from charging the neck 100 often . (Upper left) Here, l he Hacker models in
his unique attire, living proof that you don't have 10 be fashion coordina ted to play the game (Opposite)
Our hero grimaces becauSt? he's 1ust missed a ne t shot and now finds himself straddling the cords; a painful
position if your shorts are too light. Just ask the Hacker abou t it'
Photos by Chris Miller
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KCLC's losing ways

City Council short circuits hopes of 89er's
Lindenwood vicinity held a
sporting event or considerable
interest to sports and political
observers alike. No, it wasn't
ABC' s Wild World of Sports
coverage of Jimmy carter's
peanut-splitting contest with Joe
Namath, nor was it the CBS Sports
Spectacular presentation of stock
car bridge jumping between Sen.
Edward
Kennedy and Evel
Knieval for the Kopechne CUp.
Not hardly, sports fans. The
event I'm speaking or brought
together members of KCLC FM
and the St. Charles City Council In
a basketball game which coincided
with FM 89's Minithon '76 fund
raising weekend.
Thal the game occurred at all
was a tribute to the ingenuity and
quick thinking of 89er's Jim
Knoblauch and Sue Schiller
Originally, the two squads were to
match bats in a softball game on
the LC soccer field, weather
permitting. But Sunday morning
rolled around with its angry eyes
unveiling a wet scenario of steady
ram and cold, brisk winds. Without
haste, Knoblauch, Schiller and
other staffers contacted the council
members who agreed to stage a
basketball game indoors.
Even
the faulty
remotebroadcast equipment, which had
already caused the cancellation or
two earlier outdoor events was
resurrected in time for the opening
ltp Ralph Heim handled the playby-play duties for the broadcast
while UCLC's answer to Phyllis
George, Barb Rogers, chipped in
with the color.
In the first half, the Rogers and
Heim (erstein> duo out-performed
their fellow radio staffers. To say
that things started off badly for the
communicatinn cagers would be
an understatement. With the
council tandem or Harvey Panietz
and Mick Ward leading the way,
the boys from City Hall jumped out
to a quick 10-2 lead. Ward, bulling
his way down the middle, gave the
89er's fits while Panietz complimented h,s rugged teammate
with some good outside shooting.
But the younger jocks, or in this
case, jockeys, from the basement
of the MAB didn't give up Led by

the shooting or former high school
phenom, Chuck Gelber, KCLC
fought back. By halftime they had
taken the lead away from the
underdog council and swept lo an
18-15 advantage.
During the half-time break, Sue
Schiller and Diana Van lshgam
tnterviewed various dignitaries
present in Buller Gym. Al one
point during the session, DVl
cleverly queried councilwoman
Grace Nichols lo recall "the last
athletic position she had been in
prior to this basketball game." If
that question tickles your shin
bone, then Jim Knoblauch's
prediction for the second half will
fracture it. Knoblauch, speaking
with Heim before the second hall,
predicted his team would roll in the
second stanza, " Now that they
were over their first-half difficulties."
Not even the astute " Mr. K"
could have predicted the disaster
awaiting his squad in the second
half, though. With Councilman
Bruce Decker now in charge or the
ofriciating, the council rolled. Even
the presence of big men Mongo
Carlucci and Dumbo Dale did not
prevent the 89er's collapse. In the
end, It was the City Council
prevailing by the score or 35-25.
The next day, the outspoken Mr.
K.
complained
about
the
roughhouse tactics employed by
his opponents. " At one point, I was
bringing the baU up court when I
was suddenly attacked from three
sides. While two guys were beating
me up, the other guy stole the ball
and scored at the other end,"
Knoblauch bitterly recalled.
What hurt the most, however,
was the lack or pledges made
during the game. Those in charge
indicated that call-ins were very
light during the basketball contest.
Maybe listeners were upset
because Lindenwood basketbaU
star Brad Hill, also a member of
the FM 89 sports staff, didn't even
show up for the game. But Hill had
an excuse: nobody told him that
they were going to play basketball.
Minithon '76's sports showdown
ended with nothing but bitter
memories for the KCLC staffers.
But, there's always next year. Has
anyone thought of challenging the
football Cardinals in a tug-of-war?

seminarian jogging his feel in a
staccato motion to illustrate what
he meant.
" Oh husUe," said Claudio. " You
know, or course, that can mean
other things, too."
The surprised seminarian could
only blush and retreat back lo the
baseline.
One disappointing note about
Claudio and Sebrina is that they
will only be at Lindenwood for the
remainder or the spring term. In
late May they will both return to

Trieste.
Sebrina will continue at the
unjversity where she'll still have a
year and a half of studies left
before becoming interpreter and
trans lator. Meanwhile, Claudio
will return home and work with his
father
•o matter what Lindenwood
tennis team's records ends up to be
in 1976, two players-one with four
years experience, the other with
three- made substantial contributions.

by Chuck Accardi

The KCLC 89er's had everything going for them except t he score; the St. Charles City Council whipped the
disc-jockeys 35-25. The 89er's were winning 18-15 at half-time, when a city council member began offic,at•
mg. Members of the Lindenwood team complained about the "roughouse tactics" employed by the city
council. More depressing than the defeat was the number of pledges called in during the basketball game.

Lindenwood Tennis

Italian style
By Jim Knoblauch
The Lindenwood tennis team ls
suffering another losing season, bu l
records don' t always paint an
accurate picture.
This year's team raises many
eyebrows or opposing players and
coaches alike.
When those brows ltfl, It's
usually due to the play or two firstyear
players
at
Ltn·
denwood- Cla udio Giorgi and
Sebrina Castro of Trieste, ltaly
Claudio and Sebrina come to
Lindenwood this semester to study
the English language, but they
brought with them a talented
assortment
of
forehands ,
backhands and serves- along with
an unquenchable love for playing
tennis .
Together, they have only been
playing tennis for seven years, but
their talent sprang them into the
starting line-up for Lindenwood .
And it's been a steady climb since
the first match.
Claudio opened the season as the
fourth singles player. He now holds
down the second spot.
Sebrina didn't s tart in the first
match, but once she did slarl, she
moved from sixth to fourth in a
matter of three matches
As a doubles team, Claudio and
Sebnna started at number three.

moved to number two and hope lo
challenge the top spot.
One has to wonder how Claudio
and Sebrina started playing tennis
and advanced so quickly
" I started because my father
wanted me to start," said Sebrina .
" He lik<'s playing tennis and he
wanted me to play
" As a matter or fact, I didn't like
,t at all when I started, but my
father pushed me."
" Pushing"
is
no
longer
necessary for Sebrina. She enjoys
the competition. In fact, through
potnts won in summer tournaments last year, Sebrina is
nationally classified in Italy She is
considered a third category player
in a system of three category
tankings.
Claudio sites other reasons for
laking up the sport- reasons that
take the wind out or any male
chauvinist's sails.
" I started playing because
Sebrina was playing," said Claudio
.,..,th a grin.
Despite their desire to play,
practtce lime is limited in Trieste.
"We have no courts in orpublic
parks," said Sebrina, "only pay
courts. We don' t have very many
indoor places to play either in
Ita ly, where here you have many,
many indoor courts "

Likewise, none or the schools
organize learns for students.
Trieste University, where Claudio
and Sebrina attended classes, did
have a team, but only a limited
number of students could participate.
With the opportunity to play here
al Lindenwood on the team and
numerous courts to practice on in
St Charles and St. Louis, Claudio
and Sebrina have had plenty of
time to polish up the fine points of
their games . . . much to their
opponents chagrin
One interesting predicament
throughout the season has been the
lack or, or broken, communication
on the court between Claudio and
some of his opponents Sebrina has
hved m the United Stales before for
five years, but this is Claudio's
first trip to America and the slang
is still tough to tackle.
One amusing incident occurred
when Claudio was playing against
an oppone nt from Concordia
Seminary
After rac ing for a shot and
returrung it for a winner, Claudio's
opponent acknowledged his "good
hustle."
Claudio stopped in his tracks.
Smiled at his opponent and asked,
" Pardon me?"
" Good
hustle,"
sa id
the

---

Sebrina Castra (left) and Claudio Giorgi brought a new style of tennis to
Lindenwood-winning. A reluctant player at first , Sebrina now holds
the number four spat on Lmdenwood's singles line-up with Claudio at
number two.

"
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The Hustler' revisited:
Smith takes on Nichols
By Judy Gibilterra

add an "ooh" or an "aah."

Amid the construction of the
John Nichols walks around the
red felt covered pool table, former student center in Cobbs
examining
all
the
possible Hall, Smith and Nichols meet
mathematical angles. He returns almost daily for a rousing game of
to his original place, holds his cue pool. They utilize both skill and
stick and shoots. That's one point wits. Friendly bantering passes
for him. He begins his trek around between them as they alternate
the table for seven more shots, munching on Manager's Specials
finally missing what seems to be from the Tea Hole with shooting
pool.
an almost impossible shot.
"My biggest problem is getting
" Helluva shot," Tom Smith calls my lunch eaten. 1 have to keep
out from the sidelines as he grabs shooting all the time," says Smith.
his pool cue. He calmly approaches
the table. Smith stands in one spot,
Smith and Nichols have been
aligning his shot. "Four in the side shooting pool together for almost
pocket," he says. He pulls his cue three years. Nichols says, "I think
stick back and taps the ball. It falls 1 beat him so bad in tennis, that he
in the pocket. He smiles, "That's bought books and started reading
one." Smith continues shooting, about pool." During the school
calling out his shots, and making year, their game lasts only as long
every one until only two balls as their lunch time. However, they
remain. "Thirteen in the corner." extend their shooting time during
He misses it.
the summer.
Nichols approaches the table
Pool requires intense conagain, pacing around aligning two centration while shooting. Nichols
or three shots. "Six in the corner." says, " I don't concentrate. You
He sinks it and they begin again. must have total concentration and
I have lo listen to his mouth."
In about an hour's time, they Although the day they were inplay enough pool for one of them to terviewed Nichols won the match,
accumulate a total of 50 points and Smith claims lo have a better
win the day's game. Choosing to "winnin~" record.
play in this manner, they gather a
few spectators who occasionally
Even though both Smith and

Nichols
cajole
each
other
frequently throughout lhe game,
they play it for fun. Though neither
claims to have any previous experience before shooting together,
they s till stage a very exciting
exhibition of the game.
They have become a part of the
scenery in Cobbs Hall. The construction workers nicknamed them
"Slim" and "Fats," but it remains
a question as to who fits which title.
But Smith may be leaving
Lindenwood at the end of this term.
Continuing in the bantering wit of
their pool game, Nichols says, " I
won't miss him, but I will miss the
pool games."

lf anyone is interested, grab your
pool cue and join Smith and
Nichols in Cobbs during lunch. But,
be prepared, it's not easy to win a
match with either of them. One
miss or scratch and you'll regret il.
It may be your last chance because
you probably won't get a chance to
shoot again.
Scared you away, huh? If you
don't feel up to a challenge, just
drop in and watch. They may help
you improve your own shooting
abilities. Both humble themselves
when speaking of their game, but
they aren't bad "by a long shot."

DOWN TO EARTH
House Plants • Supplies

524 South Main

Historic St. Charles
723-0525

Interested in no frills,
low cost iet travel
INTERESTED IN NO FRILLS,
LOW COST JET TRAVEL

To Europe, Africa, Middle East,
Far East, and South America

EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
Has been helping travel on a budget with
maximum flexibility and minimum hassle
for 6 years.

For more information call collect 862-5445

MORE THAN JUST ROCK& ROLL
America's most complete music store is now in
St. Louis. Down to earth people bringing you
today's music at yesterday's down to earth prices.
Our knowledgeable staff will help you fill your music
needs from classical to cut-outs.
Late nite shopping till midnight Mon through Sat.
Friday till 1:00 am.
3801 Hampton

(at Chippewa)

St. Louis
353-5551

9995 West Florissant
Dellwood
521-1885

